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About This Game

Now with a full 3-D remake, FINAL FANTASY IV: THE AFTER YEARS can now be played as never before on PC. Take
part in the epic sequel that unfolds nearly two decades after the events of FINAL FANTASY IV. Classic characters make their

return alongside several new heroes, such as Ceodore, son of Cecil and Rosa.

Story : Seventeen years have passed since the war's end, and the son born to King Cecil and Queen Rosa of Baron has grown
into a young man. Prince Ceodore has enlisted in the airship fleet known as the Red Wings, eager to meet the expectations

demanded of his blood and station. Yet once more another moon has appeared in the sky, and with it vast hordes of monsters
intent on destruction. The brief peace enjoyed by the Blue Planet now stands threatened under the shadow of impending

catastrophe.

Ten Playable Tales

Begin your journey with "Ceodore's Tale." Complete it to unlock the tales of six additional characters, which can be played in
any order, and then return to the core story with "Kain's Tale," "The Lunarian's Tale," and "The Crystals." A total of ten tales in

all, and all contained in FINAL FANTASY IV: THE AFTER YEARS.

Active Time Battle
Take control of exhilarating combat made possible by the non-stop action in Square Enix's iconic battle system.

Lunar Phases
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Feel the moon's presence in combat, as its waxing and waning influences the potency of attacks and abilities of all combatants.
Lunar phases cycle naturally with the passage of in-game time, or when resting at an inn, tent, or cottage.

Band Abilities
Combine the strength of your party members to awesome effect with Band abilities that can be unlocked through in-game

events or by levelling your characters' Affinity.

Minimap
Keep an eye on your current location and nearby surroundings, or click for quick access to the world map.

  Includes STEAM Trading cards!
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My experience with this game.

Ok looks promising.

Wait my mouse is broken.

That was bad.

My mouse works.

Uninstall.. Allright, lets cut to the chase. If you are buying this for the drag racing and the one on one racing, dont. It will
dissapoint you in that category. However, if you like to screw around with customization and like lowriders then i suggest it. The
game physics are kind of odd, the cars are nearly impossible to steer. The money is way too hard to earn, and usually the races
are painfully repetitive. That being said, an external program can cure the money earning issue, i wont disclose the details on
that though for obvious reasons. For the 5 dollar price tag, i could say thats a little expensive for a game of this caliber but if you
can find it on sale that is a better idea. If you like lowriders this is the game for you, and until someone else releases a game like
this on steam this is the only game purchaseable on steam that focuses on lowriders (as far as i know).. +graphics might be
better than other clicker
-gameplay is too boring, no other mechanic beside clicking (yeah i knew it's clicker game)
-uninteresting upgrade, mindless.... Sailing the seas, trading, battling, questing... Large procedural world... Awesome game and a
lot of fun!!!. omg that was incredible, I just spent hours starting m dream room and i have so much to do, sitting on my real life
bed while at my virtual computer desk was freaking mind blowing, this is the most special game for anyone excited about
moving soon or wanting a house or just wanting to redesign. I loooooooooove the feel of being in my vr room, seriosuly getting
me really excited abut the real life future. Also since I am a gun guy the scar and the safe was soooooooooooooo perfect thank
you! I'm even considering buying a scar so really man ty!

Dev, please also put in an FNX 45 or a Glock! Please! and put a vive in the game with controlles! lol

This game is well worth the small price!. I got stuck in the first room after time travelling. I couldn't find any of the keys, and I
couldn't find any information to help me determine the code to unlock the box. I feel like I completely wasted my time.. A
classic Pop Cap game that I played all the time when I was a kid. If you like classic puzzle games like Bejeweled, Tetris, or
anything of the like, then you will have a blast with this game. It doesn't have a ton of game modes (only 3) but games like this
do not need that many since you will be absorbed rather quickly. Plus it has dinosaurs and dynomite, and who doesn't like that
combination?!. Well that's 1.49 Euro well spent. Unplayable. Don't bother.. I Shid My Pant. to much ragdoll
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Over a 1000 hours and I feel like I could play 1000 more. This game is extremely punishing and can sometimes feel unfair, but
you always come back for more. I would recommend this to anyone who likes challenging tactics games. Just don't get too
emotionally attached to your warband members. They will die.. Please excuse me while I sob uncontrollably. That was one of
the most beautiful games I have ever played, and this is the first game I have ever felt compelled to write a review on. Do your
self a favor and play it, but don't forget a box of tissues.. Le meilleur et le plus abouti de la s\u00e9rie, je recommande de
commencer par le 1 et le 2 histoire d'\u00eatre bien dans l'ambiance (et d'oublier que le 4 existe!!!).. I was honestly looking
forward to play this.
The game in itself is quite interesting if it werent for the difficulty and repetitiveness.

Difficulty:
The whole difficulty is the enemy having a better start than you. e.g. You start with 3 basic units and the enemy with 2 basic and
2 advanced units. This may be fun at first but it gets unfair really really quick.

Repetitivness:
What you see is in the first level is what you get. No new units or enemies, or map based dangers.

. You got this from preordering. Bought this game not expecting much but was surprised by how scary it was.

8/10. Worth it for the music alone.. This game... man this game is amazing. I will never forget the story I experienced and will
more than likely play it over and over and over. Thank you for such an amazing journey.. Poppopoppookyuun!. Personally
found it very monotonous and boring...Maybe this arcade shooter type game isn't for me.
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